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Living your employer brand

Every organisation already has an employer brand. 

It’s not about a logo or a strapline, but the perception people have 
of working for you, both current employees and potential hires. It’s 
the personality of your organisation, how it conducts itself, treats its 
people and its underlying values. 

A good employer brand attracts the best talent and widens the pool 
you can choose from. A bad or even a neutral one makes recruitment 
much more difficult. It’s therefore common sense to manage and 
maintain an employer brand that delivers positive and pertinent 
messages to the people you want to hire and retain. 

Jim Collins says in his bestseller From Good to Great, “Leaders 
of companies that go from good to great start by getting the right 
people on the bus, the wrong people off the bus, and the right people 
in the right seats.” 

An employer brand creates the opportunity to do just that.
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The branding journey
Developing an employer brand should be an inclusive and thorough process 
that reaps rich rewards. There are no easy shortcuts, but there are many long-term 
benefits. The journey begins by looking in the mirror with the discovery stage, 
moves on to creation, selling the brand internally and then delivering it externally 
and consistently. It then needs regular bouts of measurement and refining as your 
organisation evolves and changes.

These are the principle steps you’ll undertake:

Defining your employer brand Living your employer brand
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In our previous guide (Defining your employer brand) we discussed how to create 
a brand identity that would be authentic, differentiating, relevant and fit for purpose.
In this guide, we cover how you can deploy and leverage your fledgling brand 
through the full employee lifecycle in the final three steps – the educate, marketing 
and measuring phases.

What can &
should you say?

How should
you say it?

Saying it consistently
& positively

How well you are
making and keeping

your promises?

Creating your
brand

ambassadors

Discover

Create

Educate Measure

External
Marketing

Internal
Marketing
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Consider
This is the attraction phase, where the target audience encounters your brand and 
propositions for the first time. Potential candidates will make direct comparisons 
between you and your talent competitors. They need to experience something 
that’s positive and unique to interest them in becoming a possible future employee.

Commit
In this phase, people who have considered you as an employer now commit to the 
recruitment process and this is where the candidate experience becomes crucial. 
Your messages should evolve as the journey progresses, and seeing and feeling 
your brand at closer quarters should enable applicants to self-screen and deliver 
pre-engaged candidates.

Contribute
When a candidate becomes an employee, they’ll need to be fully aware of what 
your brand represents: understanding what you expect from them and what they 
can expect in return. Therefore, new joiners should experience the brand through 
their offer, induction, development and internal comms.

Commend
If your brand is working effectively then, at the final stage, your employees will 
be making candidate referrals and effectively be brand advocates. Engagement 
scores will be higher and productivity will have increased. Done well this phase can 
be extended to include non-employees where alumni and business partners are 
acting as talent scouts for your organisation too.

The full employee lifecycle
Your People Deal should be felt in every period of the employee lifecycle – from 
Attraction to On-boarding, from L&D to Performance Management, from Internal 
comms to Alumni comms. Every one of these touchpoints needs to be consistent 
with your brand and deliver your people promises.

We believe this interaction moves through four phases, we call them the four Cs:
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Educate
Managing, deploying and leveraging your employer brand is a long-term ‘hearts 
and minds’ exercise and not an HR/Marketing fad. The most effective brands 
are built from the inside out and so you need to educate your people about your 
employer brand before they can begin to live, enjoy and champion it.

If the methodology you deployed to define the brand was inclusive then you 
will have a head start in your existing employees endorsing its authenticity and 
relevance. However, if your brand was built on the views and assumptions of a 
small stakeholder group then you might need to work a lot harder in this phase!

Why educate
Your employer brand should remind your people of all the good reasons they 
initially joined and why they should stay and perform for your organisation. 
Therefore, creating a wider understanding of your employer brand should be a 
major plank of your retention and engagement efforts. 
 
The brand should belong to everyone because it has come from everyone. It’s 
not HR’s brand it is everyone’s brand. Once everyone has an appreciation, it will 
elevate the authenticity levels and will lead to much greater participation in your 
talent scout, employee referral and social advocacy strategies. 
 
What’s more, we need to educate ‘up’ as well as ‘down’. Once your employees 
understand the People Deal then senior figures within your organisation need to 
understand that the stakes just got higher – they need to adjust their behaviour 
so they are seen to be the living embodiment of the brand and ask how every 
interaction and communication is supporting the delivery of the People Deal and 
Promises.
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Who to educate
In a word, everyone! But as well as your wider employee base, you might wish to 
build specific comms or coaching programmes for the following key groups:

How to educate
The employer brand should be woven into every employee touchpoint so after 
a while should become implicit. However, to gain early momentum we would 
recommend it is promoted in for example:

• Internal comms. To launch the brand to the whole employee base, celebrate the 
positive reasons why people join, stay and perform and recognise those making 
and joining via your referral programmes.

• Brand roadshows. To explain how the brand was evidenced and built, why the 
People Deal is authentic and how it will continue to be delivered to all.

• Short sessions. Empowering and encouraging recruiting and line managers 
to deliver the brand to candidates and employees alike. Explain how they can 
leverage the brand to build high performing teams and deliver their business 
goals and customer promise.

• Brand guide. Deliver a user-friendly employer brand guide that explains what 
the brand is without HR jargon or branding hyperbole – keep it real and it will 
become a reality.

• Brand toolkit. Distribute a toolkit with easy to use tactics such as example 
recruitment collateral, candidate comms or internal engagement guides.

• Brand video. Make a film to bring the brand to life. Or perhaps to add that 
element of authenticity you could encourage your people to make their own 
films – what you lose in production value will be more than compensated for in 
credibility!

Brand users Internal influencers External influencers

Resourcing Leadership team Third party recruiters

HR Line Managers Training providers

Marketing L&D Business partners

Internal Comms Mentors Freelancers

Social teams Brand ambassadors Customers
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Marketing
Your employer brand should have a distinctive voice and 
appearance, which should be reflected through all your internal 
and external marketing communications.

It’s possible that two brands could have very similar essences 
and messages but still look, sound and feel completely different 
because of the organisation’s culture, the creative execution or 
the brands personality. After all, “it ain’t what you say it’s the way 
that you say it!” 

Again, if you’ve followed a robust discovery process then you 
will now have the confidence to create a brand that makes your 
audience stop in their tracks, listen and engage with you.

The channels through which to celebrate your brand are many 
but should include:

Over many years, we have delivered award-winning employer 
brands that are recognised for their innovation, creative flair and 
effectiveness. We’d be happy to share the creative executions and 
outputs of these brands with you.

• Employee referral and talent scout programmes
• Values & engagement comms
• Reward & recognition 
• Performance management
• Workplace environment
• Learning & development

Internal

• Attraction campaigns 
• Careers site
• Social media 
• Search engine marketing – PPC & SEO
• Candidate journey comms 
• Onboarding

External
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Measuring
Regular measurement of the success of your employer brand is 
crucial to maintain its relevance and effectiveness. 
 
You need to collect accurate data that will give you the insight to 
assess how well you are answering these two key questions:

Employer branding is a journey and so we should always use 
some (if not all) of the above data to test and refine the brand so 
it remains authentic and fit for purpose.

• Performance matrix of website
• Conversion ratios
• Speculative enquiries
• Talent pipeline of quality and aligned clients
• External reputational improvement
• Social media listening
• Time and cost to hire

• Increased advocacy and referrals
• Engagement surveys
• Labour turnover
• Productivity
• Internal applications/hires/promotions
• Behavioural alignment
• Smiles

How well are we making our promises?

How well are we keeping our promises?
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We’re confident in our robust and award-winning methodology for 
deploying employer brands, but we know that one size doesn’t 
fit all and that every organisation faces a unique combination 
of challenges and opportunities in creating their brand. We also 
believe that “every day’s a school day” so we love learning and 
developing our strategies as we help organisations on their 
employer branding journey. 
 
We hope that this paper has given you some food for thought and 
if you think we might be able to assist you in refreshing or living 
your employer brand then please get in touch.

Tel: 0161 359 5999  |  Email: hello@creedcomms.co.uk

In summary


